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THE LIFE AND WORK OF LIEUT.-COL. 
SIR JOHN PLUNKETT MURRAY, B.A., 
Barrister at Law of the Inner Temple, London, Bar-
rister of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, 
Lieut.-Govemor of Papua. 
(Read before the meeting of the Historical Society of 
Queensland on June 26th, 1947, by Dr. T. P. Fry, M.A., 
D.Jur.Sc, Senior Lecturer in Law at the University of 
Queensland, Senior Officer of Legal Research of the 
Department of External Territories.) 
John Hubert Plunkett Murray: His Life Begins at 
Forty-two 
On 16th September 1904, Lieutenant-Colonel John 
Hubert Plunkett Murray, B.A. (Oxon)., Barrister-at-
Law of the Inner Temple, London, and Barrister of the 
Supreme Court of New South Wales, was appointed 
Chief Judicial Officer and Chief Magistrate of British 
New Guinea. 
It was an event which aroused practicaUy no public 
interest in Australia at the time. Colonel Murray him-
self probably thought of his appointment as the caping 
stone of his former legal career, rather than the foun-
dation stone of a new kind of career which would bring 
him fame as a ruler of subject races, and would reflect 
glory upon Australia instead of the ignominy which 
Australians had previously earned by their earlier 
treatment of the Australian aborigines. 
The new Chief Judicial Officer had experienced only 
moderate success as a barrister in New South Wales, 
and may well have considered himself fortunate that at 
the age of forty-two years he had achieved a steady 
annual income of £1,000, free of tax, which in 1904 was 
a very substantial income indeed. He could not reason-
ably have envisaged, and probably did not dare even to 
hope, that his judicial appointment was to be merely a 
step on the upward assent to the office of Lieutenant-
Governor. The distinguished Sir Francis Winter, who 
had been the first Chief Judicial Officer to be appointed, 
had not succeeded Sir William Macgregor as Lieu-
tenant-Governor on the latter's retirement. Mr. Robin-
son, Sir Francis Winter's successor, had indeed been 
appointed to succeed Sir George Le Hunte when the 
latter became Governor of South Australia instead of 
Lieutenant-Governor of British New Guinea, but 
Robinson's suicide in a fit of despair induced by the 
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obloquy directed at him because of the Goibarri "mass-
acre," must have thrown into disrepute the idea that a 
good Chief Judicial Officer could be converted into an 
equally good Administrator or Lieutenant-Governor. 
And, whether this was so or not, an Acting Adminis-
trator, Captain F. R. Barton, was already in office at 
the date of Colonel Murray's appointment. 
Nevertheless, the new Chief Judicial Officer was at 
least as well equipped by heredity, training and inclina-
tion to play the role of a ruler of men, as he was to sit 
in judgment over them. 
In 1843 his father. Sir Terence Aubrey Murray, had 
been influential in New South Wales public life in the 
middle of the century. At the age of thirty-three years 
he had been elected a member of the Legislative Coun-
cil of New South Wales, and had become a leader of the 
local opposition to the Governor in their unwearying 
and vitriolic demand for self-government. In 1856 he 
became Minister for Lands and Works when self-
government was granted to New South Wales. Al-
though his career as a Minister came to an end in 1858, 
but from that time until his death in 1873 he was suc-
cessively Chairman of Committees and Speaker of the 
Legislative Assembly, and President of the Legislative 
Council, having held the latter office from 1862 to 1873. 
Daniel Deniehy, that master of incisive prose, who was 
a parliamentary colleague of Sir Terence Aubrey Mur-
ray in the earliest days of self-government, wrote of 
him that he had been "one of the most fearless, active 
and determined leaders of the Opposition. In Mr. Mur-
ray they had one of the most highly-cultured, the 
purest, the most eminent of men in character, in social 
position and property in New South Wales . . . the 
highest type of an Australian gentleman, whom even 
his worst enemies recognised as a standard authority 
in practical rural affairs." (He. was a pastoralist with 
a large property at Lake George, and for a brief period 
previously he had jointly owned Yarralumla, at present 
the official Canberra residence of Australia's Governor-
Generals). On no other New South Wales politician, 
except the historic Sir John Robertson did Deniehy 
lavish such unstinted praise as he did on Murray. 
That Sir Terence Aubrey Murray had the qualities 
which Deniehy attributed to him may reasonably be in-
ferred from his own career and those of his children 
and grandchildren. Sir Terence was twice married. 
His first wife, who was a daughter of Colonel Gibbes, 
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bore him two daughters and a son. This son, James 
Aubrey Murray, who became an officer of the Lands 
Department in New South Wales was the father of 
Leonard Murray, who was to give a life-time of service 
to Papua, first as secretary to his great step-uncle, Sir 
John Hubert Plunkett Murray, and from 1941 to 1942 
as Administrator of Papua as the l-^tter's successor. 
Sir Terence's second wife was an Englishwoman, a Miss 
Edwards, a cousin of Sir William S. GUbert, of Gilbert 
and Sullivan fame, after whom was named their second 
son, Professor Sir George Gilbert Murray of Oxford 
University, the illustrious Greek scholar and a world 
authority on international affairs. The elder son of 
this second marriage was John Hubert Plunkett Mur-
ray, who was to become famous as Lieutenant-
Governor of Papua and, like his younger brother, 
George Gilbert, was to be honoured by a knighthood. 
Like his father before him, the elder son, was twice 
married. In 1889, about three years after his retum 
to Sydney from Oxford University, with scholastic and 
athletic honours gracing his brows, the aristocratic 
John Hubert Plunkett Murray wooed and won the 
gentle but resourceful Sybil Maud Jenkins, a daughter 
of Dr. R. L. Jenkins of Neapean Towers at Douglas 
Park, one of the most beautiful old homesteads of New 
South Wales, which had been buUt by Sir Thomas 
Mitchell in the early dawn of settlement. 
On 14th May, 1929, Sir Hubert Murray's first wife 
died. In 1930 at the age of sixty-eight (?) years, and 
as the result of a shipboard romance, he married a 
much younger woman, an Irish widow, a Mrs. Vernon 
from Tipperary, who had become well-known in Sydney 
society. She had formerly been a Miss Trench, and 
was related to the Archbishop of that name. Unfor-
tunately Sir Hubert's second wife found life in Papua 
uncongenial, and she very soon left Papua, returning 
there only once and for another very brief stay, after 
which Sir Herbert agreed to a formal separation. From 
the time of his second marriage until his death it was 
his daughter, Mrs. Mary Pinney, who occupied in Sir 
Hubert's life the place of her mother. 
It was natural that George Gilbert and John 
Hubert, heirs to the culture and aristocratic tradition 
of the Murrays, and to the culture of the Gilberts, 
should aspire to achieve academic distinction and to 
become leaders and rulers of men. 
Even at the Sydney Grammar School the young 
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John Hubert Plunkett Murray was noted for his 
scholarship, his athletic prowess at boxing and other 
sports, and his powers of leadership. The impression 
he made on his fellow schoolboys there was recorded 
many decades later by "Banjo" Paterson, noted Aus-
tralian poet, who was also at the Sydney Grammar 
School, but in a lower form, when Murray was dux of 
the school. 
"When I was in IIIB at Sydney 'Grammar,' a 
very tall, lean chap was pointed out to me standing 
on the old College Street steps. That, I was told in 
awe-struck tones, was Murray, the dux of the 
school, who had passed the Senior in I don't know 
how many subjects. So far I replied in terms of 
blasphemous unconcern . . . But my pal added that 
he was the crack boxer of the school, and could lift 
Weigall's heavy armchair in the sixth room with 
one hand, and hold it out at arm's length. The 
reverence of that moment has never quite left me, 
and in the fifty years nearly that have intervened 
Murray has never done anything that ought to dis-
turb it." 
From Sydney Grammar School he went in 1878 to 
an English public school and spent a year or two in 
Germany, before going up to Magdalen College, Oxford, 
in 1881 as holder of a scholarship in classics. At that 
venerable and beautiful college, he received a training 
which developed his skills and enabled him to prove in 
even the best company he was outstanding as a scholar 
and athlete. 
In 1884 he graduated as a Bachelor of Arts, with 
first class final honours in Literae Humiores, which 
covers a broad field of classical literature and culture, 
and which many Oxonians consider to be one of the 
best scholastic bases for a career in public life. Two 
years later, in 1886, he also secured first class honours 
in Jurisprudence, and passed his examinations for 
admission as a barrister. As a boxer, swordsman and 
oarsman, he also achieved distinction at Oxford. He 
even rose to great heights as the heavyweight Amateur 
Boxing Champion of England. This long-legged, long-
armed Australian won the championship final with a 
terrible punch in the second round. His scholastic and 
athletic record has scarcely been surpassed at Oxford 
by any Rhodes Scholar in the twentieth century. 
Amongst his fellow undergraduates at Oxford his 
prowess became legendary, just as it had been amongst 
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his school fellows in Sydney. Undergraduate opinion 
was that "Murray could fight anything, 'floor' any-
thing, and flirt with anything." An inteUectual, 
athletic and handsome patrician, such as he was, must 
indeed have set many a female heart a-flutter. 
In 1886 he returned to his native land, a Bachelor 
of Arts, a bachelor, a boxer and a barrister. His legal 
qualifications he put to the test by immediately com-
mencing practice as a barrister in New South Wales, 
but it was many years before he achieved even 
moderate success at the Bar. About 1900-1, soon after 
his marriage to Sybil Maud Jenkins, he accepted an ap-
pointment in Queensland as Associate to Mr. Justice 
Pope Cooper of the Queensland Supreme Court. How-
ever, he soon returned to practise at the New South 
Wales Bar, resorting to law reporting for a time in 
order to supplement the income he obtained from his 
practice at the Bar. He was glad to secure appoint-
ment on 1st June 1896 as Crown Prosecutor at Quarter 
Sessions, thereby acquiring a steady income of 
moderate proportions. 
Although not a great success as an advocate in the 
courts during the eighties and nineties, during this 
period he played an important role in New South 
Wales' citizen army, and as a jovial raconteur at the 
Athenaeum Club became the close friends of men like 
Edmund Barton, George Wise and others who were 
looming large in New South Wales politics and in the 
movement for Australian Federation. Both of these 
factors were later to be of importance in determining 
Murray's future. 
The defence forces of nineteenth century New 
South Wales consisted mainly of part-time completely 
unpaid volunteer units known as the "Volunteer 
Corps," and part-time partiaUy-paid volunteer units 
known as the "MiUtia Forces." The principal and 
essential characteristics of the Volunteer Corps were: 
Firstly, they retained an element of autonomy, which 
was manifested in the initiative which was left to pri-
vate enterprise in their formation and composition, and 
in the large degree of self-determination which the 
Government permitted their members in matters 
affecting the internal discipline and general adminis-
tration of their respective corps. The Governor in 
Council appointed their officers, but the members of 
each corps, by a majority, had power to make recom-
mendations to the Governor in CouncU as to the per-
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sons whom they desired to be appointed or promoted 
to any rank up to and including that of Captain. Sec-
ondly, members of a Volunteer Corps received no pay 
for their periods of military "home-training" in times 
of peace, but were, instead, under an obligation to pay 
an annual subscription towards the expenses of his 
corps. Such a corps was, clearly more like a rifle club 
than a battalion or other unit of the Australian Mili-
tary Forces as we know them to-day. 
That the Government should have been willing to 
accept the unpaid services of these Volunteer Corps 
and to permit them to clothe and partially equip them-
selves is easily understandable. The motives that 
actuated the civilians who banded together in the 
Volunteer Corps rather than join the Militia Forces is 
less obvious. Doubtlessly a large proportion of the 
members of these corps were by reason of their spirit 
of public service and their personal financial standing 
quite able and wUling to contribute their time and 
money towards colonial defence, just as the Volunteer 
Defence Corps did in the Second World War, and as 
many citizens throughout Australia's history have 
spent time and money on unpaid public activities other 
than military training. Many a volunteer must have 
preferred to join a Volunteer Corps, either because its 
members seemed to them to be a more congenial type, 
because a Volunteer Corps had much greater control 
over its affairs than militia units had over theirs, 
because the particular corps Was recruited from his 
district and thus became an object of community pride, 
or because the traditions ideals and customs of the par-
ticular corps inspired that pride and loyalty which is 
one of the grandest features of any army. 
The last five years of the nineteenth century was 
the golden age of the Volunteer Corps in New South 
Wales. During these years, ten new corps were 
formed. Four of these, which were each formed in 
1895, were the expression in military form of the racial 
and social loyalties of Australians of that period. TThey 
were the Scottish, the Irish, the St. George, and the 
Australian, Rifles. 
Captain John Hubert Plunkett Murray commenced 
his military career as an officer of the First Infantry 
Regiment. He became Commanding Officer of the 
Irish Rifles at the date of its formation in 1895, and on 
the outbreak of war against the Boers it was inevitable 
that he would enlist for service in the military contin-
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gent which the New South Wales Government sent to 
the assistance of the Imperial Forces in the South 
African campaign. He went with the contingent as a 
"special duty officer," with the rank of major. The fact 
that he had not been given a posting as a regimental 
officer resulted in his spending the first four of his 
eight months' service in South Africa in base jobs 
which exasperated him beyond measure, because his 
highest desire, that of all true soldiers, was to be 
amongst the shot and sheU. 
On the transport between Sydney and Capetown he 
was Officer Commanding the troops on board, and took 
pride in the fact that the behaviour was such that no 
Court Martial had to be held on board. Leaving Albany, 
Western Australia, on 29th January 1900, the trans-
port arrived at Capetown on 19th February. 
He embarked at Cape Town on 17th October 1900, 
to go to England on leave. In the previous January, 
soon after he had left Sydney for Cape Town, his wife 
had left Sydney for England. Patrick Desmond F. 
Murray, their third chUd, was bom in England on 18tli 
June 1900. It was not, however, until the end of 
August that his father received news of his birth. This 
was symptomatic of the wretchedness which brooded 
over Murrav throughout his South African services, 
caused by the non-arrival of his wife's letters, except 
on the rarest of occasions. The intensity of his affec-
tion for her is shown by the letters he wrote her from 
South Africa. His loneliness wrings many a discon-
solate cry from his heart. "I do miss you all so dread-
fully." "You cannot imagine how I long to see you 
again." "I am so wretched without you." "I long to 
see you and the children again." "I suppose we shall 
meet again some time, if so I shall take care that we 
do not part." What a vain defiance of Fate this latter 
resolve of his was to prove! A crystal may have told 
him that for only a few of the last forty years of his 
life, was he destined to enjoy the solace of famUy life 
with his wife or children; but he was no crystal-gazer. 
Luckily for his peace of mind, he did not foresee that 
this would be so. 
After spending a few weeks in England he em-
barked for Australia with his wife and three chUdren, 
and arrived back in Sydney on 19th January, 1901, 
almost exactly a year after he had gone away in ex-
peditions. 
A few days before his return the Commonwealth of 
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Australia had come into existence. At the time he 
could not have known how significant this event would 
be for him personally. To all outward appearances he 
returned to pick up the threads of his life where he had 
dropped them a year previously. 
He resumed command of the Irish Rifles, and was 
promoted to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He also re-
sumed his practice at the Bar and his work as a Crown 
Prosecutor. His military exploits overseas had made 
him a hero deserving of obtaining opportunities for 
preferment at the hands of his fellow citizens. In con-
sequence, he was on 15th November 1901 appointed to 
act for a brief period as temporary District Court 
Judge and Chairman of Quarter Sessions for the North 
Western District, and on 1st January 1902 received a 
similar temporary appointment for the Southern Dis-
trict. On 1st January 1903 he moved up in the scale 
of Crown Prosecutor, by means of a transfer from the 
Westem District to the Metropolitan Suburban and 
Hunter District. It was not so very long after this 
that he applied for appointment as Chief Judicial 
Officer of British New Guinea, to which office he was 
appointed as from 16th September 1904. 
He had the very considerable satisfaction of being 
selected for appointment by Mr. W. M. Hughes as 
Attorney-General, and of having Mr. Hughes' selection 
confirmed by Mr. Alfred Deakin as Prime Minister and 
Attorney-General when the latter's Government suc-
ceeded the Labour Party in office. 
There was a strong field of applicants, and his selec-
tion was undoubtedly due to the more than generous 
testimonials which he received from three distin-
guished lawyers who had come to high office since the 
days when Murray and they used to spend hours of 
jollity together in the Athenaeum Club. 
Mr. Justice O'Connor, a Justice of The High Court 
of Australia: "Your knowledge of the law is wide and 
accurate, and in your many years of practice you have 
acquired a practical common sense way of applying it. 
I know that you have the reputation of being a par-
ticularly fair, reasonable, tactful and efficient Crown 
Prosecutor. Outside your profession I know that you 
have good judgment, tact, and temper in the manage-
ment of men, and your long military experience has 
brought out and still further developed these qualities. 
I should think that your qualifications for the past are 
of a very high order." 
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Mr. B. R. Wise, then Attorney-General of New 
South Wales: "From my own personal knowledge and 
observation he is in every way capable of discharging 
the duties of that important office." 
Sir Edmund Barton, a Justice of the High Court of 
Australia: "His legal attainments are high, and he is a 
widely read and accurate lawyer. He is a cultivated 
and scholarly man. In character Colonel Murray is 
beyond reproach, and in this respect, as in all others, 
he would adorn the judicial office. I think him fitted for 
much higher work than he would have in New Guinea." 
And so, at the age of forty-two years, Lieutenant-
Colonel J. H. P. Murray entered on his life's work. The 
patrician departed from the haunts of his aristocratic 
youth, and went to British New Guinea to obtain a 
secure income in a primitive land. Previously he had 
never lacked courage, and he showed his courage in 
seizing this opportunity for advancement, and braving 
the new way of life which would be entailed. He was 
not destined to become a great judge, but as an ad-
ministrator of backward races he was to find his niche 
amongst the immortals. In the course of time he was 
to become famous as the Patriarch of Papua. 
Murray Joins Musgrave in the Latter's Bitter Feud 
Against Barton and Musgrave in 1904 to 1906 
Colonel Murray commenced his new duties at a time 
when the affairs of British New Guinea were in as un-
satisfactory a state as could possibly be imagined. 
In 1898 the three "contributing States" ceased to 
make their annual contributions to the cost of govern-
ing the Possession. Earlier on, the United Kingdom 
ceased to make any contribution. For two years the 
local administration had carried on with the assistance 
of a smaU accumulated surplus, but in 1900 this surplus 
had become exhausted, despite very drastic economies. 
The "contributing States" agreed to contribute £7,000 
in equal shares in respect of the financial year 1900-1 
"in the event of the Government of the Commonwealth 
not sooner taking over the financial responsibUity." It 
was obvious that the new Commonwealth would sooner 
or later have to assume the financial burden formerly 
borne by the three States. This duty was recognised 
by the new Commonwealth Government, who neverthe-
less humUiated themselves by unsuccessfully asking 
the United Kingdom Govemment to contribute £7,000 
annuaUy towards the total subsidy of £22,000 required. 
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Drastic economies were not the only causes of diffi-
culty to the local administration. 
Another cause was the failure of the Australian 
Commonwealth Parliament, until six years after the 
Imperial Government had agreed to transfer the Pos-
session to the Australian Government, to enact the 
necessary legislation to transform the former Posses-
sion of British New Guinea into the new Australian 
Territory of Papua. In August 1901 the Imperial Gov-
ernment had approved of the transfer and in Novem-
ber 1901 both Houses of the Australian Commonwealth 
Parliament had passed resolutions v/hich authorized 
"the Government to accept British New Guinea as a 
Territory of the Commonwealth." In March 1902 
Letters Patent had been issued which had formaUy 
authorized the transfer and in July 1903 Sir Edmund 
Barton, the Prime Minister of the day, had introduced 
a Bill to effect this. For more than two years this Bill 
dawdled its way through Parliament. The 1903 BUI 
lapsed after a full-dress debate had taken place in the 
House of Representatives, and much time having been 
given to the question whether any further freehold 
grants of land should or should not be made in British 
New Guinea. The Papua BiU of 1904 was very fully 
debated in both Houses, but a disagreement occurred 
between the House of Representatives and the Senate, 
as to the imposition of prohibition of intoxicants with-
in the Territory. The following year the BUI passed 
both Houses and it received the royal assent on 16th 
November 1905. It was not until 1st September 1906, 
however, that it was brought into actual operation. 
During these six years a palsy affected the Terri-
tory. Its Public Service degenerated into cliques, the 
nerves of most of the officials were on edge, and the 
non-official white population (especially the miners and 
the planters) voiced very vehement and resentful 
criticisms of the Administration. Those in the Service 
endeavoured to make scapegoats of each other, and 
they aU were also resentful of the possibility that when 
the new regime was established the best appointments 
would go to persons from Australia. Their internscine 
feuds were aggravated by the fact that the work of 
administration was in a parlous state, due more to the 
failure of the Australian Commonwealth to enact the 
Papua Bill and to declare what its policies were on im-
portant matters such as land grants, white agricultural 
settlement, and the like, rather than to the faults of 
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the local administration. It was natural in the circum-
stances that the white population should be resentful, 
but it was unfortunate that they failed to see that their 
resentment should have been directed principally 
against the Australian Commonwealth. 
To understand the rivalries and intrigues which 
went on between 1901 and 1906 it is necessary to con-
sider the personalities and records of men such as 
Anthony Musgrave, the Government Secretary, and 
David Ballantine, the Treasurer. 
Soon after the annexation of British New Guinea 
in 1883, the Resident Magistrate for the Eastern Dis-
trict interested himself in a lad named David BaUantine 
who was at the time employed in a store on Sudest 
Island. In 1889, on his recommendation. Sir William 
Macgregor appointed him as Sub-CoUector of Customs 
at Samarai before he was twenty-one years of age. He 
made a success of this appointment, and was ap-
pointed, successively, as Acting Treasurer in 1892 and 
Treasurer in 1893. By virtue of this latter appoint-
ment, he was also a member of the Legislative Council 
and the Executive Council and of various Boards, and 
held several subsidiary appointments. Despite his ad-
mitted capacities, he was deficient in culture and had 
not had the benefit of any advanced education. With 
the passage of time he became an habitual drunkard 
and adopted an overbearing attitude towards superiors 
and inferiors alike. The 1907 Royal Commission said 
of him that he was "a prominent example of an officer, 
who was recruited locaUy to the Service in the "early 
days," and who, without having had any special train-
ing or experience in such proper methods of working as 
would fit him for the important offices he holds, has 
nevertheless (to his credit, be it said) by natural ability 
and the possession of forceful characteristics, denoting 
strong wUl power, worked himself to the front, and it 
is to be deplored that he has been unable, in his later 
years, to withstand the growth of arrogance, and of a 
habit of indulgence in other directions that coupled 
with a mischievous misuse of the influence he has 
attained to, have marred his more recent career." 
Before he became Assistant Deputy Commissioner 
of the Western Pacific in the Protectorate of British 
New Guinea in 1885, Anthony Musgrave had already 
served a long apprenticeship in the art of colonial Gov-
ernment. In 1868 he went to Newfoundland as private 
secretary to the Governor there, his uncle. Sir Anthony 
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Musgrave. The latter subsequently served as Gover-
nor in, successively, British Columbia, Natal, South 
Australia, Jamaica and Queensland; and to each of 
these Colonies the younger Anthony went as private 
secretary to his uncle. He was serving in Queensland 
when on 6th November 1884, a British Protectorate 
was proclaimed over the more southerly part of New 
Guinea. Major-General Sir Peter Scratchley who was 
appointed Special Commissioner to administer the Pro-
tectorate on behalf of the Crown induced the young 
Anthony to accept appointment as Assistant Deputy 
Commissioner in New Guinea, with the duty of chief 
administrative officer of the Protectorate. From 1885 
onwards he had had a far better opportunity than any 
other person could possibly have had to learn all the 
confidential and detailed matters with which the Pro-
tectorate and later the Possession had been concerned. 
With the vast reservoir of knowledge he possessed, and 
his long experience, it might have been thought that 
he would have claims to appointment as Administrator 
of Lieutenant-Governor; at any rate in preference to 
the last two appointees. Judge Robinson and Captain 
Barton. Musgrave had on occasions acted temporarUy 
as head of the Administration for brief periods on 
several occasions when the Special Commissioner or the 
Lieutenant-Governor had been absent, but he was not 
destined ever to receive an actual appointment to the 
highest office. It is very natural that repeated super-
sessions should have left him somewhat resentful. 
There remained for him, however, the consolation that 
as Government Secretary he was head of the Public 
Service of the Possession, responsible only to the Ad-
ministrator, and senior to all other heads of depart-
ments. For example, Ballantine was junior to him in 
the official scale of precedence, and as Treasurer Ballan-
tine was subordinate to him in function. Anthony 
Musgrave, the English gentleman, could scarcely have 
avoided the thought that Ballantine, and many other 
British New Guinea officials, were inferior to him in 
breeding, culture and education; and were inferior alsO' 
in respect of their shorter periods of service and their 
less thorough grasp of the manifold intricacies of 
policy and administration in the Possession. To super-
sede him by his juniors in making appointments to the 
office of Administrator, and then to chaUenge his 
authority and undermine his prestige as Government 
Secretary, was a course of action which was almost cer-
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tain to fan the embers of his smouldering resentment 
into a fierce fire of open hostility. And this was just 
what Ballantine systematically set out to do, by taking 
every opportunity to chaUenge Musgrave's authority 
and lower his personal prestige. Faced with fierce hos-
tility between two of his most senior officers. Captain 
Barton tended to support Ballantine against Musgrave,^ 
whose resentment against the new Acting Adminis-
trator was not calculated to endear him to the latter. 
Thereupon Musgrave became openly hostile to Captain 
Barton as well as to BaUantine. 
When Sir George Le Hunte became Lieutenant-
Governor in 1899 in succession to Sir William Mac-
gregor he had brought with him as his private secre-
tary a Lt. Francis Rickman Barton. When Sir George 
Le Hunte went to South Australia in 1902 to be Gov-
ernor of that State, Barton remained in British New 
Guinea as Commandant of PoUce. Judge Robinson, the 
Chief Judicial Officer of the day, became Acting Ad-
ministrator on Le Hunte's departure in 1902, but com-
mitted suicide in 1903. Thereupon Captain Barton was 
appointed Acting Administrator. Sir George Le Hunte 
probably played an influential role in the selection of 
both Robinson and Barton, and thereby indicated his 
opinion as to the real capacities of other senior mem-
bers of the Public Service, including Musgrave. It was 
the hostility which the Public Service openly displayed 
towards Acting Administrator Robinson when they 
considered that he would soon be down, and out of office 
as a result of the Goaribari "massacre" that drove Act-
ing Administrator Robinson to suicide. The fact that 
his reputation was completely rehabilitated posthum-
ously as a result of a pubHc inquiry held by a District 
Court Judge of New South Wales, is a striking com-
mentary on the nature of the resentful motives and 
actions and the uncharitable characters of members of 
the Pubhc Service, and on their own basic disloyalty. 
Barton, like Robinson, superseded several very senior 
officials, and this made it unlikely that he would receive 
any more loyalty or christian charity from them than 
Robinson had received. Indeed, those who wished him 
ill were encouraged by statements made in debates in 
the Australian Commonwealth Parliament during the 
period 1903 to 1906, to work to undermine his autho-
rity. The Parliamentary Labour Party of that period 
were most belligerent in their insistence that aU Aus-
tralian appointments should go to "Australian citi-
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zens," and made no endeavour to conceal the fact that 
they considered Captain Barton an "importation" who 
should be replaced as early as possible by an "Austra-
lian citizen." That it was only a matter of time before 
the Commonwealth Government would dispense with 
his service must have become plain both to him and to 
his subordinates. The Labour Party scarcely attempted 
to disguise the fact that they desired the appointment 
of Senator Stanisforth Smith as Administrator in place 
of Captain Barton. Alfred Deakin, as Prime Minister, 
approached Sir William Macgregor, then Governor of 
Newfoundland, to ascertain whether he would return 
to British New Guinea for a second term as Lieutenant-
Governor. These negotiations failed, and, instead, Sir 
William Macgregor later became Governor of Queens-
land. These negotiations with Sir William Macgregor 
must have made it quite clear to everybody that there 
was to be a new Administrator or Lieutenant-Governor, 
even though the actual person to succeed Captain Bar-
ton had not yet been selected. 
Captain Barton may possibly have successfully rid-
den out the storm, had it not been for the implacable 
hostility which Musgrave developed towards Barton 
when it became apparent to the former that Barton 
would support Ballantine in the latter's controversies 
with Musgrave, and Barton's lack of many of those 
basic qualities which are necessary in a leader and 
ruler of men. 
There was a long series of controversies between 
Musgrave and Ballantine which extended throughout 
the whole period Barton spent in office as Acting Ad-
ministrator. The exacerbated phase of the struggle in 
which Barton, Musgrave and Ballantine were the prini-
cipal parties, commenced about the time Colonel Mur-
ray was appointed as Chief Judicial Officer. The Gov-
ernment Secretary and the Treasurer got into holts 
ooncerning a Mr. Bunting, the suspension of whose 
licence as a recruiter of natives had been approved by 
the Administraotr in September 1904. Almost im-
mediately after his arrival, Murray became involved in 
the squabble. 
As Chief Judicial Officer, Murray was not only 
judge—and the only judge—of the Central (Supreme) 
Court, but also a member of both the Legislative Coun-
cil and the Executive Council; and was, in effect, also 
the legislative draughtsman and the Crown Law Officer 
of the Possession. In the performance of his latter 
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function, he was under a duty to give legal opinions to 
the Administrator and his subordinates on such legal 
questions as they might submit to him for advice. 
Musgrave, seeing the possibility of obtaining Murray 
as an ally, submitted to him for his legal opinion Mus-
grave's controversy with Ballantine concerning the 
Bunting case. On 3rd October, little more than a fort-
night after his appointment, Murray gave his opinion, 
which was in favour of Musgrave. Nevertheless, the 
Treasurer failed to implement Murray's opinion. Im-
mediately, Murray became hostile, and asked that a 
ruling be given by the Administrator as to the effect of 
any legal opinions that he might give— 
"It is not clear to me whether . . . heads of 
Departments are at liberty, without consulting His 
Excellency, to act in opposition to my opinion . . . If 
I am regarded as acting as legal adviser to His Ex-
cellency, I submit that my advice should be followed 
in aU .cases, unless disapproved by His Excellency, 
and I would suggest that instructions to this effect 
should be issued, so as to avoid any possible mis-
understanding in the future." 
The Administrator ruled in favour of Murray: "I 
entirely concur with his views." Nevertheless, Murray 
had conceived a deep antipathy towards Ballantine, 
which the passage of time, and the aversion Murray 
felt towards men of Ballantine's somewhat uncouth 
type, served only to intensify. It was only natural that 
the aristocrat and the cultured gentleman in Murray 
should have found a fellow in Musgrave, an aged pro-
duct of England's culture and social values, who had 
spent a life-time in the service of the Crown as the 
associate of Governors, and who himself had come of a 
good English famUy. Barton, also, was a gentlemanly 
fellow, for whom in other circumstances Murray might 
well have conceived a great liking, but Barton allied 
himself to BaUantine and, because of that, it was in-
evitable that Murray should take sides with Murgrave 
against both Barton and Ballantine. With the passage 
of time, Murray formed the opinion that Barton was a 
weak man, and that he had no very strong idea of fair 
play; and a man of Murray's antecedents, training and 
personal character could have no respect for an Ad-
ministrator such as he conceived Barton to be. That 
Murray took sides against Barton seems beyond dis-
pute, but he acted with great shrewdness and decorum. 
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and never stepped outside the limits of his official 
duties in doing so. 
His duty to give legal opinions on matters arising 
in the course of administration rendered Murray dan-
gerous to the Acting Administrator, and his friend-
ships with Sir Edmund Barton, who was successively 
Prime Minister and a Justice of the High Court, and 
other influential political personages in Australia, 
placed him personally in an almost invulnerable posi-
tion so long as he acted with due propriety. 
It is noticeable that it was after Murray's arrival 
that there occurred the long list of major controversies 
in which Musgrave engaged with Barton and Ballan-
tine ; for example, the Bunting case, the Ruby case, Mr. 
Oelrich's case, the damaged postage stamps case, the 
survey loan case, the Tamata stores shortage, the 
Pothier photograph case, the charges against the Com-
mandant of Armed Native Constabulary, and the case 
of Mr. Charles Owen Turner. It is doubtful whether 
Musgrave would have persevered in systematic opposi-
tion had he not had the advice and assistance of Mur-
ray on which to rely in many of these controversies 
against Barton and Ballantine. Nevertheless, it was 
Murgrave and not Murray who was the chief gladiator, 
and sometimes the only gladiator, in most of these con-
troversies. Murray usually confined himself to giving 
official legal opinions and to giving Musgrave personal 
advice of a friendly nature. That Murray's aversion to 
Barton sometimes led him to adopt an erroneous atti-
tude is indicated by the fact that the 1907 Royal Com-
mission considered Captain Barton acted correctly in 
the matter of Mr. Richmond's suspension in 1905, and 
rejected Judge Murray's contentions to the contrary. 
Musgrave's struggles against Ballantine and Barton 
were carried on in a way which led the latter to de-
scribe his antagonism as "a surreptitious burrowing 
kind." The respective techniques of Ballantine and 
Musgrave were in contrast. Whenever any difference 
arose between them, Ballantine had an almost stereo-
typed form of request that the matter might be "re-
ferred to the Administrator." Captain Barton avaUed 
himself of these opportunities to administer snubs and 
rebukes, sometimes merited, sometimes unmerited, to 
Musgrave. The latter, on his part, "developed to an 
ordinate degree the habit of reducing to writing" 
almost every matter with which he dealt. "To such an 
extent is this noticeable that at times it bordered on the 
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realms of absurdity." And thus Musgrave carried on 
against the Acting Administrator and the Treasurer, 
by means of written minutes placed on innumerable 
files, an implacable and relentless struggle in the course 
of which the true interests of the Possession were sac-
rificed, although Musgrave thereby proved himself a 
consummate master of the peculiar techniques which 
are the weapons of government officials everywhere. 
However unfortunate it was for British New Guinea 
that men like Musgrave and Ballantine were two of the 
most senior officials the Acting Administrator had in 
his service, it was even more unfortunate that Captain 
Barton lacked those qualities of leadership and that 
outstanding administrative capacity, by means of 
which, had he possessed them, he might have avoided 
the worst of the results of their perverse and out-
rageous conduct. Captain Barton's defects as an Ad-
ministrator were mercilessly exposed by the 1907 
Royal Commission, who attributed to him "a lack of 
administrative ability, want of knowledge of or dis-
regard for such weU-established service rules as, by 
securing discipline and united working, make for suc-
cessful government; but, above all . . . a want of the 
true sense of justice and fair play, which is essential to 
the winning of trust and confidence, and without which 
it were hopeless to look for loyalty, unity or efficiency. 
The Administrator is, apparently, so constituted that 
he cannot deal always impersonally with public matters 
incidentally vitally affecting the rights, privileges, and 
prospects of those under him. . . . The Administrator 
has allowed his likes and dislikes to dominate many of 
his minutes and decisions. . . . A service divided 
against itself by the fact that the Administrator, in-
stead of meting out to all alike an equal measure of 
praise or blame, chose to identify himself with one 
body of officials as against the other, must of necessity 
be incapable of effectively carrying out any policy, no 
matter how good it might be in itself . . . Time most 
urgently needed in the public interests has been often 
wasted in personal squabbles and mutual recrimination 
between officials, and . . . in their efforts to prove each 
other in the wrong, the Administrator and certain of 
his officers have not infrequently lost sight of the main 
object of their existence, namely, the public good. The 
net result of this state of affairs has been a weakening 
of all discipline and an inclination on the part of 
officials to pull against each other, with its natural 
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corollary of delay and indifference in dealing with pub-
lic matters." 
Underlying the turmoil within the Public Service of 
the Possession, and aggravating it, was a serious rift 
between the Acting Administrator and the non-official 
white population of the Possession on questions of 
major public policy. To the non-official whites, the 
public policies of Musgrave and Ballantine were quite 
as unacceptable as those of the Acting Administrator 
himself. Musgrave and Ballantine, as well as Barton, 
adhered loyally and without hesitation to the basic 
principle of British colonial policy, that the welfare of 
the native inhabitants of any colony with an aborigine 
population was to be the primary objective of the Ad-
ministration. For a century before the United Nations' 
Trusteeship Council was established, the doctrine of 
trusteeship of colonies for the benefit of their abo-
riginal subjects was the most fundamental doctrine of 
British policy. The non-official white settlers of 
British policy. The non-official white settlers of Britsh 
New Guinea had never admitted the validity of this 
doctrine. Most of them came from Australia, where 
the aborigines had been deprived of their rights, and 
often of their lives, without any effective protection 
either from the law or from the various Governments. 
To many of them it appeared wrong that men like Sir 
William Macgregor, Sir George Le Hunte and Captain 
Barton (and the officials who served under them) 
should stand in the way of the development and popu-
lating of British New Guinea by whites and in the in-
terests of the whites. Many of them were of the 
opinion that this should be done without regard for 
either the welfare, or, even, the continued existence of 
the aboriginal inhabitants, should the welfare and ex-
istence of the latter affect adversely, even to a very 
minor extent the interests and hopes of any white per-
son. They attacked, reviled and misrepresented the 
policies of, even Sir WiUiam Macgregor, and, when the 
time came for Australia to transform the Possession 
of British New Guinea into the Australian Territory of 
Papua, they realised that they now had a more favour-
able opportunity of achieving their aims than they had 
ever had previously. The people of Australia and Aus-
tralia's politicians were firmly committed to the White 
Australia Policy so far as Australia itself was con-
cerned, and many Australians were also committed to 
the belief that Australia should administer British New 
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Guinea in the interests of the whites. Complaints by 
white settlers of British New Guinea concerning jus-
tices and disadvantages from which they allegeci they 
suffered as a result of what they characterised as Cap-
tain Barton's pro-native and anti-white policy, there-
fore fell on sympathetic ears in Australia. Their com-
plaints were well calculated to prejudice Captain Bar-
ton in the eyes of most Australian parliamentarians, 
government officials and private citizens, alike. 
Nothing in Judge Murray's upbringing or previous 
experience led him to doubt the validity of the white 
settlers' point of view. To him the British policy of 
trusteeship for the benefit of the aboriginals was prob-
ably not completely invalid, but was certainly wrong-
headed and unwise in the absolute form in which it was 
applied in practice by the British Colonial Office and the 
British Colonial Service. 
It was not surprising, therefore, that Murray 
should have disagreed with Barton's native policy. 
Furthermore, when he found how favourably his own 
views on this point were received by the non-official 
whites in New Guinea and by the key parliamentarians 
and officials in Australia, he must have been em-
boldened to come out as the principal opponent of Bar-
ton's native policy. Although, therefore, Murray care-
fuUy avoidecJ committing himself to the factious per-
sonal squabbles in which Musgrave were engaged, he 
made no secret of the existence of a fundamental dis-
agreement between himself and the Acting Adminis-
trator in the field of poUcy. In due course Murray 
brought the following "charge" against Barton— 
"That the Administration was inclined to pursue 
a policy rather opposed to white settlement; and 
that, when the settlers are on the land the Adminis-
tration does not protect them." 
The Australian Commonwealth Parliament and 
Government became aware—indeed, were not per-
mitted by the Acting Administrator's opponents to be 
unaware—of the fact that Captain Barton was faced 
with serious opposition in the Possession. When at 
last his position had been made untenable, he applied 
to the Prime Minister for the appointment of a Royal 
Commission to investigate conditions there. Alfred 
Deakin seized the opportunity, and on 27th August 
1906, appointed Colonel the Hon. J. A. K. Mackay, C.B., 
M.L.C., W. E. Parry-Okeden, I.S.O., and Mr. Justice 
C. E. Herbert of the Northern Territory Supreme 
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Court, as a Royal Commission "to inquire into and re-
port upon the present conditions, including the 
methods of government, of the territory now known as 
British New Guinea, and the best means for their im-
provement." 
It is very important, in order that the significance 
and effect of their report can be properly estimated, 
that the bias with which they entered upon their in-
quiry or, at least, the bias with which they emerged 
from it, should be kept in mind. One of the most em-
phatic principles recommended by them in the report 
which they made to the Governor-General in Council on 
5th February 1907, was that in Papua native interests 
were to be subordinated to those of the whites— 
"In the opinion of Your Commissioners, any man 
to successfully administer Papua in the future must 
put behind him most of the late Crown Colony 
traditions, and fully realize that changed conditions 
have to be faced, involving not only the presence of 
a large number of white settlers of every class, but 
also their active encouragement and speedy and 
satisfactory bestowment . . . (An Administrator 
m.ust) be determined that every officer under him 
will work with singleness of purpose in the interests 
of white development of whatever kind." 
The lessons of a century of British Colonial Policy 
were to be discarded. Sir William Macgregor and his 
disciples were in disrepute. A new nation in the antipo-
dies would govern its new dependency in its own way. 
White Australia was on the march to occupy the moun-
tains, jungles, swamps—and cultivable lands—of Aus-
tralia's new black subjects. And Judge John Hubert 
Plunkett Murray was in the forefront of that march. 
The "charge" which Murray had brought against Bar-
ton was considered by the Royal Commission, and dis-
missed as unproved. "Your Commissioners agree with 
His Honour that the Administrator holds very strong 
sympathetic views in regard to the natives. Your Com-
missioners highly commend these views, and are of 
opinion that they must be held, or, if not held, acted 
upon by any Administrator." iThe Royal Commission 
found that any delays in granting freeholds or lease-
holds to white applicants had been due solely to the 
Austrahan Commonwealth Government, who had in-
structed Barton in August 1904 (and seem to have in-
structed Robinson to a similar effect earlier on) that 
action in such matters were to be deferred until the 
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passing of the Papua BiU. "AU applications for free-
holds were, therefore, refused or deferred pending the 
passage of the Act referred to . . . The only titles ob-
tainable were those of leasehold under the existing 
Ordinance . . . Leases were declined by the applicants 
. . . (who) preferred to await the passage of a more 
reasonable measure under the new constitution." The 
Royal Commission went out of their way to compli-
ment the Acting Administrator in disposing of accumu-
lation of arrears in respect of land applications. Cap-
tain Barton was also exonerated of the charge that he 
had left white settlers unprotected from hostile natives. 
Although, therefore. Judge Murray's "charge" 
against the Acting Administrator was dismissed, he 
had, by bringing it and thereby making vocal in his 
official capacity the "grievances" which the white 
settlers had been nourishing, become the recognised 
leader of the white malcontents. 
Of Captain Barton, the Royal Commission stated 
that they could not "in justice either to the Common-
wealth or to Papua, recommend his permanent reten-
tion in his present office." In view of this, he was 
granted leave of absence pending the termination of 
his appointment. Subsequently he was given a re-
sponsible administrative posting in a British Crown 
Colony and lived out the rest of his official life in an 
atmosphere of comparative calm. 
The Period 1907 to 1923: Murray Becomes Lieutenant-
Governor of Papua, But is the Subject of Intrigue, 
Becomes Unpopular, and Changes His Public Policies. 
Judge Murray emerged from the Royal Commission 
with his reputation unsuUied. It was natural, there-
fore, that when Captain Barton went on leave, he, be-
ing the next senior official in the Possession, should be 
appointed Acting Administrator in his place. At what 
stage of the controversies, in which Barton had been 
involved between 1904 and 1906, Murray had decided 
that there was an opportunity to turn the situation to 
his personal advantage cannot be determined with any 
certainty. But there can be no reasonable doubt that, 
as soon as he was appointed Acting Arministrator, he 
was fully conscious of his great opportunity. He was 
now in a postion to consoUdate his leadership ol the 
white malcontents in Papua, who were flushed with 
victory and expecting the miUenium. In Australia he 
had powerful friends to advance his claims, including a 
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former Prime Minister. In the Australian newspaper 
world, too, he could count on personal support. The 
Sydney "BuUetin," which was rabid in its hatred of 
Imperial interests and of "pommies," and unrelenting 
in its support of "Australians," campaigned in his fav-
our; and John Norton's even more vigorous "Truth" 
did likewise. 
Even so, he must have been aware of the fact that 
members of the Labour Party in the Australian Com-
monwealth Parliament might succeed in their plan to 
get ex-Senator Miles Staniforth Smith appointed as 
Lieutenant-Governor. 
Staniforth Smith was an enterprising and inteUi-
gent public man, who had gone to Western Australia 
from Victoria in 1896, at the age of twenty-seven 
years. By taking a leading part in the campaign for 
Federation he rose to public prominence there and be-
came Mayor of Kalgoorlie in 1900 and 1901, after which 
he left the municipal for the Commonwealth sphere. 
iHe was at the top of the poll in the first election of 
senators to represent Western Australia in the Austra-
lian Commonwealth Parliament. In the Senate he dis-
played considerable interest in British New Guinea. He 
visited Ceylon, the Federated Malay States, Java and 
the principal dependent territories in the South Pacific, 
in order to make a special study of tropical govern-
ment; and he made a report to Parliament on these 
matters, which was printed. In the debate in the 
Senate on 2nd December 1904 on the Papua BiU it 
became obvious that he had an excellent knowledge of 
the principal problems facing Papua. 
An arrangement seems to have been entered into 
between Staniforth Smith and the Labour Party that 
if he did not stand for re-election at the end of his term 
in 1906, thereby making the way clear for a Labour 
Party successor, the Labour Party would get him ap-
pointed as Administrator or Lieutenant-Governor of 
Papua. The plan seems to have been to replace Cap-
tain Barton by Senator Staniforth Smith before the 
end of his senatorial term in 1906. Although Alfred 
Deakin's Protectionist Party, were in power only with 
the support of the Labour Party, the Prime Minister 
seems to have parried the Labour Party's plans by, first 
of all, sounding out Sir William Macgregor, and then 
by appointing the Royal Commission in August 1906. 
Nevertheless, Staniforth Smith kept to his agreement, 
and did not stand for re-election. Instead, he accepted 
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appointment in the Papuan Administration in 1907 as 
Director of Agriculture and Mines, and Commissioner 
for Lands Survey; and still conscious of the under-
taking which the Labour Party had given him. 
The inclusion of Staniforth Smith in the same Ad-
ministration as Judge Murray (the former as a depart-
mental head under Judge Murray as the Acting Acl-
ministrator), when it was known that both were candi-
dates for the permanent appointment as Adminis-
trator, was as unhappy an arrangement as it would 
have been to have a cat and a dog together. 
There seemed little doubt that the permanent ap-
pointment would go to one or other of these two men. 
In 1906, when Sir WiUiam Macgregor was requested 
to indicate whether he would be available for appoint-
ment, and when it seemed a bare possibility that Cap-
tain Barton would be made Administrator permanently 
instead of Acting Administrator, a raging torrent of 
protest demandecJ the appontment of an Australian. 
For example, the Labour Party moved in each House 
of the Australian Commonwealth Parliament a motion 
that "an Australian citizen in touch with the aspira-
tions of the Commonwealth should without delay be 
appointed lieutenant-governor of the territory." The 
motion was only narrowly defeated in each House after 
bitter debates. 
By 1907 it had been commonly accepted that the 
next Lieutenant-Governor would be an Australian, but 
which Australian? At one stage it looked very much 
as though the festering sores of Papuan intrigue would 
unthrone Murray just as it had unthroned Barton. A 
correspondent of the Sydney "Bulletin" spoke as fol-
lows of the charges Murray had to refute during the 
period in 1907-8 during which he was Acting Adminis-
trator : "Twelve discharged Government servants and 
Bartonites, and about six extremely prejudiced mis-
sionaries, are being allowed to do their level best 
towards throwing Judge Murray out. This is literally 
and truly the whole opposition. It works day and 
night, however, and sticks at nothing. Month after 
month the malcontents contrive to put off the final 
decision by bringing up one baseless charge after an-
other, setting up another ninepin in the place of every 
one that is bowled over. There is not a grain of trutli 
in any of the charges they have brought against the 
Administrator;" 
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The techniques which the pro-natives party used 
against Murray in this early period must surely have 
reminded him of those which the anti-natives party 
had previously used against Barton! 
Staniforth Smith meanwhile was performing his 
duties in respect of agriculture and mining which gave 
clear indication of his indefatigable industry, his very 
high capacity for administration, and his sound under-
standing of the problems of industry. Not only was he 
a success in his office; he also made sure that the suc-
cess of his policies was known to the Australian Com-
monwealth Government, by transmitting officiaUy to 
the Department of External Affairs each month a 
detailed account of his stewardship. 
From the enactment in 1907 of a new Land Ordin-
ance both Murray and Staniforth Smith acquire pres-
tige; Murray probably getting greater credit from it 
because it was he who was Acting Administrator. This 
new Land Ordinance made considerable areas of 
Papuan lands available to white applicants for long 
terms of years as Crown Leaseholds, almost as a gift 
to those who were prepared to "improve" them by ex-
pending the money and labour necessary to plant coco-
nuts, rubber or other productive crops. Except for 
grants already promised, no freehold land was to be 
alienated by the Crown in Papua—the total freehold 
grants in the two years before June 1908 being only 
3,006 acres. In the same two-years period no less than 
236,939 acres were taken up as Crown Leaseholds. 
These figures were colossal in comparison with the 
total area of Papuan lands which had been taken up in 
the twenty-three years before June 1906, namely, about 
23,000 acres of freehold and 5,500 acres of Crown 
Leaseholds. 
This new land policy placated Papua's white 
settlers, and Murray also won their approval by con-
senting to the Native Labor Bill which was passed 
through the Legislative CouncU of Papua in 1908 at 
the instance of the white non-official members of the 
Council. Amongst the provisions of this BiU was a re-
quirement that the natives were either to pay taxes or, 
as an equivalent, work for several weeks each year 
without pay. The fact that it was vetoed by the Aus-
trailian Commonwealth Government (lid not abate 
Murray's popularity with those whites who considered 
the natives should be "kept in their places." 
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Staniforth Smith, on the other hand, had to face a 
difficult situation which arose out of the fact that three 
officers of his department, including the Acting Gov-
ernment Surveyor, had recommended the granting of 
certain applications for land which was to be held by a 
company in which each of the three were to hold 
shares. This resulted in attacks in Parliament and in 
a section of the Australian press against Staniforth 
Smith on the ground that he had allowed the Acting 
Government Surveyor when sitting with him as a Land 
Board to be an applicant for land, and that, when their 
decision had been vetoed by Murray, the Acting Ad-
ministrator, Staniforth Smith had recommended that 
the application of a Mr. Watt for this land be granted, 
despite the probability that he knew that the former 
applicants were also interested in Mr. Watt's applica-
tion. However, Alfred Deakin, the Prime Minister, 
stoutly defendeci Staniforth Smith on the grounds that 
the local inquiry which had been held had found no 
evidence of his actual knowledge, and that he was 
eagerly searching everywhere for proper white appli-
cants for the lands of Papua. 
That the "Papuan land scandals" of 1908 neverthe-
less did not improve Staniforth Smith's chances of ap-
pointment as Lieutenant-Governor is obvious, although 
he seems not to have acted corruptly in any sense of 
the term. 
Staniforth Smith's pro-whites policies did not tend 
to endear him to Murray's pro-natives opponents, and 
the rest of the white settlers were strongly in support 
of Murray as Lieutenant-Governor. In 1908 their 
leaders decided to bring strong pressure to bear upon 
the Commonwealth Government in favour of Murray. 
The Hon. William J. Little, one of the three non-official 
members of the Legislative Council of Papua, came to 
Australia in the first part of 1908, bringing with him 
letters from his two non-official colleagues in the Coun-
cil, asking for the permanent appointment of Judge 
Murray as Administrator. Littie expressed publicly, 
on his own and their behalf, the view that Murray had 
proved himself an able administrator and one alto-
gether in sympathy with the interests of the white 
settiers and Australian policies. "The press speaks of 
unrest in Papua, but it is the very position of affairs 
that creates the unrest, and until an appointment is 
made it must continue. If the Commonwealth Govern-
ment will only . . . appoint Judge Murray to the position 
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of Administrator, I venture to say that no more will be 
heard of unrest." 
The Labor Party's continuing insistence upon the 
appointment of Staniforth Smith 'did not make Alfred 
Deakin's position an easy one in this matter. Finally, 
however, he arrived at a compromise agreement with 
the Labour Party—Judge Murray was to be Lieu-
tenant-Governor, retaining the functions of Chief 
Judicial Officer (and as such, his other miscellaneous 
legal functions as a kind of Crown Law Officer and 
legislative draftsman) ; Staniforth Smith was to be Ad-
ministrator, with administrative responsibility for 
these agricultural, mining and commercial activities of 
government in respect of which he had shown himself 
to be capable of doing much excellent work. 
That this arrangement was bound to produce con-
flict between the two, was predicted by many. 
Murray was a man who conceived himself to have 
been born for leadership. Some would consider him to 
be essentially autocratic as well as aristocratic in 
nature. "Second places," said Mr. H. F. Wickham, 
"have no attractions for him. First at Oxford in 
classics and in sport, he is now first in a place where, 
without him, nothing is done." He was certainly most 
democratic in his social behaviour, whatever may have 
been his political outlook. He was courteous, approach-
able and affable to the whites and the natives alike, 
although never a man of many words. These qualities 
and his refusal ever to wear a uniform, or official dress 
of any kind, endowed his character with a simplicity 
and a charm which tended to endear him to such whites 
and natives as came into personal contact with him, or 
heard about him. In Papua the laconic style which pre-
vented his attaining any great success as a barrister in 
New South Wales, was quite appropriate to the leis-
urely type of proceedings which were characteristic of 
the cases he had to try in his judicial capacity. The 
courts he held were only slightly comparable to those 
of mainland Australia, but in the peculiar circum-
stances of the Territory they were all the better for 
that—the natives and the white settlers would not 
have appreciated judicial ceremonial, whereas they (lici 
appreciate the quiet, pains-taking, carefulness which 
suggested to their minds that here was a judge who 
was conscientiously endeavouring to do substantial jus-
tice in each case. 
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In view of the general lines of division of adminis-
trative responsibility between Murray and Staniforth 
Smith, Murray's juciicial work, during the first decade 
of the period that he held the conjoint office of Lieu-
tenant-Governor and Chief Judicial Officer, was one of 
the most important contributions he personally made 
to the welfare of Papua. An outline of Murray's legal 
and general administrative duties at this period was 
given by Colonel J. M. AntUl: "He is the only legal 
official on the island—there are no lawyers or law 
clerks to assist him; he has to draft all the bills and 
administer them; has to administer the govemment, 
overlook the government departments, and travel long 
distances to adjudicate on indictable offences which the 
local magistrate cannot himself deal with; and to 
supervise the work at the various centres." In the first 
decades of British and Australian administration, 
judicial work was one of the principal means of govern-
ing and civilizing the natives, by bringing to their 
notice the rules embodied in the Criminal Code, and 
using imprisonment as a means of educating them 
generally in the ways of their white governors. 
It was his increasing association with the natives, 
especiaUy in the course of his judicial work that led 
Murray, almost imperceptibly, to take a more sym-
pathetic attitude towards the natives in those multi-
farious issues of public policy in which the interests of 
the whites and the natives were in conflict. His deep 
devotion to the Catholic Church tended in the same 
direction, by making him progressively more sym-
pathetic to the views of missionaries of all the denom-
inations. During his first few years as Lieutenant-
Governor he had to withstand attacks by missionaries 
on his native policies, but gradually their attacks de-
creased in frequency and vigour, and then ceased. In-
deed, a great change was taking place in his views on 
public issues, the change was only gradual. 
It was partly brought about by the rivalry which 
characterised the relationship of Murray and Stani-
forth Smith. The new land policy of the Administra-
tion greatly increased the total area under coconuts, 
and even rubber trees began to be planted as a major 
commercial proposition. The imports and exports of 
the Territory increased very substantially, and its 
white population multiplied several fold. Great credit 
for this was due to Staniforth Smith, within whose 
particular province these matters fell. Although as 
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Lieutenant-Governor Judge Murray could properly 
claim his mead of credit for this, the white planters 
and traders were conscious that the main credit shouM 
go to Staniforth Smith. In his judicial work, Judge 
Murray was often called upon to give decisions in cases 
affecting natives and whites, with which many of the 
whites did not agree. His increasing affiliations with 
the Christian Missions was a cause of his estrange-
ment from many of them. Staniforth Smith, on the 
other hand, was primarily concerned with the problems 
of white settlement and gained increasing support from 
the white planters and the commercial men of the Ter-
ritory. The white miners, who had originally been 
Murray's principal supporters dwindled in influence 
with the decline of mining. Progressively, Murray 
found the whites rallying around Staniforth Smith, 
thinking that there was a real possibility of Murray 
being replaced after he had served for a period of five 
or ten years as Lieutenant-Governor. The only Port 
Moresby newspaper was controlled by an ex-official in 
whose dismissal Murray had played a principal part, 
and its attacks were a continuing source of embarrass-
ment to him. Nor had the part Murray had played in 
the downfall of Captain Barton been forgotten by a 
small section of the older officials. The situation in 
Papua before the First World War was summed up as 
follows, from the viewpoint of a Murray supporter, in 
the Syclney "Bulletin" in 1912: "A very few years ago, 
the only industry of the country worth mention was 
the manufacture of rows, personal and political . . . 
Almost the only survival of this extinct epoch is to be 
found in the local newspaper, founded in recent years, 
and said to be owned by one of the men whose fall was 
loudest and most resounding, from the comfortable 
seats of governmental position into the cold outer 
world, six long years ago. In Papua an ex-official, hov-
ering like a substantial Peri at the gates of Paradise, 
always hopes, by the help of the local weekly Thun-
derer and a kindly Providence, who lets not a centipede 
fall to the ground, to get back into office. Into the team 
above suggested, the Hon. Miles Staniforth Smith is 
also yoked, the last hope of the vanishing party being 
fixed on him. If Judge Murray would only . . . start 
"waltzing Matunga" back to Sydney . . . the understudy 
would have the part of the star actor, and he might 
give his friends positions in the chorus." This account 
seriously under-estimated the strength, numbers and 
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nature of the opposition which commenced to gather 
against Murray. 
Murray realised the growing strength and reputa-
tion of Staniforth Smith, and was not oblivious to the 
desirability of deflating whenever possible. One such 
opportunity presented itself in 1911. In that year, when 
he was in charge of the Administration, Judge Murray 
being absent from the Territory, he led an expedition 
to patrol and explore unknown areas in the inland, 
between the Purari and Bamu Rivers. The expedition 
met with a mishap in river rapids as a result of which 
eleven native carriers whom he had with him were 
either drowned or subsequently died from exposure. 
He was charged by some of the surviving natives with 
having acted with cruelty towards them. In an official 
confidential report which Murray made, he sought to 
tarnish Staniforth Smith's record with the following 
comment: "The expedition was really a hopeless fail-
ure, and Smith is trying to boom it as a success. He 
took ridiculously insufficient provisions—contrary to 
every one's advice—and after the Mobi the party were 
starving and hopelessly lost, sometimes actually wan-
dering about in circles. A third of the party died; 
those who were drowned in the river were drowneci 
because they were too weak from starvation to get out 
of the water." 
The outbreak of the First World War in 1914, and 
Staniforth Smith's enlistment in the Australian Im-
perial Forces, with which he served overseas as subal-
tern in the 44th Battalion, caused a temporary lull in 
the struggle for power which had for some years 
previously gone on between him and Murray. On his 
return from active service, however, it was renewed 
with increased intensity and bitterness. By 1919 a very 
substantial part of the white planter and commercial 
classes were prepared to take strong action in favour 
of Staniforth Smith. The situation was aggravated 
early in 1920 by the Administration bringing against 
one of the biggest companies an action for substantial 
damages. 
In March 1920, Staniforth Smith's supporters called 
a meeting of white residents, which was held in Port 
Moresby. By seventy-eight votes to fifty-eight carried 
a resolution— 
"That, in the opinion of this meeting, a message 
be forwarded to the Prime Minister requesting the 
removal of the Lieutenant-Governor, as his adminis-
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tration has lost the confidence of the white residents 
through its hostUity to progress and its contempt of 
the Territory; that the contempt of the white race 
is retarding the proper development of the Terri-
tory; that Mr. Standiforth Smith be invited to fill 
the position, his policy, in addition to safeguarding 
the native race, being progressive and sympathetic 
to the whites, whose interests would be safe in his 
hands." 
That this was essentially a move to obtain further 
privileges for white capital in the development of the 
Territory is seen from the fact that the Citizens' Com-
mittee which called it were, with one exception, repre-
sentatives of large business interests, and by the public 
statement which the Committee's chairman. Captain 
Fitch made when he subsequently visited Sydney: "The 
Governor's native policy in strongly favouring the 
missions is unfair to the commercial community . . . 
Under the autocratic sway everybody in business is 
afraid of victimisation. They have to put up with a lot 
from the officials; but the Govemor is practically in-
accessible to those outside the official circle." 
It has ever been alleged that about the time the 
meeting was held an attempt was made to kidnap and 
deport the Lieutenant-Governor. This was the definite 
opinion of Murray himself, who by landing at another 
place in the harbour, eluded his would-be kidnappers. 
Captain Fitch, however, had a different version of this: 
"On the occasion of his last retum to Port Moresby, a 
deputation waited for him on the wharf with the object 
of discussing his native policy. The Governor, how-
ever, did not land at the wharf, but rowed away from 
the vessel before she berthed." 
This protest meeting and other contemporary 
events were sufficient to induce the Minister for Home 
and Territories to visit Papua and the Northern Terri-
tory in the following year. The report he made to 
Cabinet was favourable to Murray. Murray had, in-
deed, commenced to emerge on the world stage as a pic-
turesque personaUty. In 1912 he had written his 
"Papua or British New Guinea To-day," attracting-
world-wide attention thereby, and his annual reports, 
replete with humour and written brightly in a style 
designed to attract the reader, obtained ever-increasing* 
publicity in the daUy newspapers and the periodicals 
of the world. The Christian Missions, who had power-
ful political influence in Australia, were now his sup-
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porters, even if a large number of white commercial 
and planter class in Papua were hostile to him. In 1913 
he was honoured by being made a Commander of the 
Order of St. Michael and St. George. He always had a 
^'good press" in Australia. Even poets and writers of 
doggrel sang his praises. 
The Australian Commonwealth Government there-
upon took action to establish Judge Murray as the un-
challenged ruler of Papua. In 1920 Staniforth Smith 
was temporarily made Administrator of the Northern 
Territory. On his retirement from that appointment 
in 1922, he proceeded to London to receive the award 
of a Fellowship and a gold medal from the Royal 
Geographical Society for his exploration in 1911 of the 
inland areas between the Purari and Bamu Rivers, and 
on his return to Western Australia he acquired a large 
farming property in the south-west. In 1928 he mar-
ried a niece of the former Premier and present Lieu-
tenant-Governor of the State, Sir James MitcheU, and 
remained out of politics. He died in 1935. Staniforth 
Smith had elements of greatness in him, and had gone 
near to achieving greatness. It was his misfortune 
that in Murray he came into competition with another 
man who had in him the elements of greatness, and 
could match Staniforth Smith's political influence, poli-
tical sagacity and personal shrewdness, by similar 
qualities in himself. 
1923 to 1940: Sir Hubert Murray as the Patriarch of 
Papua, with Unchallenged Power in Papua and with a 
World Reputation Outside Papua 
As a result of the translation of Staniforth Smith 
to the Northern Territory, Judge Murray was without 
a rival in the Public Service in Papua. At last, it must 
have seemed to Murray, he could really commence to 
enjoy the prestige and power rightly belonging to his 
office. An additional Judge was appointed to the 
Supreme Court, and, although the Lieutenant-Governor 
himself continued to perform, on occasions, his powers 
as Chief Judicial Officer, he devoted himself more and 
more to control of high policy and general supervision 
of the work of the Administration. 
It is true that his opportunity of becoming the 
Lieutenant-Governor of a still-greater Territory com-
prising the mandated Territory of New Guinea and 
Papua together, was lost when a majority of the 1920 
Royal Commission on Late German New Gumea (Mur-
ray being the dissentient minority) recommended that 
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Papua and the mandated Territory of New Guinea be 
administered separately. Nevertheless this did not 
detract in any way from the world reputation which he 
was commencing to acquire. The highly respected Sir 
William Macgregor had praised his work, and had com-
plimented Australia on having found such a giant for 
the job. In 1923 he visited England, and was pro-
claimed by some as being as famous as Lord Luggard 
in the field of colonial administration. On his return 
to Australia he attained the high honour of being 
elected President of the Australian and New Zealand 
Association for the Advancement of Science, in recogni-
tion of his outstanding contributions to colonial ad-
ministration. In 1925 his services to his country were 
recognised by His Majesty, who made him a Knight 
Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George. 
In the same year he published his book on "Papua To-
day," in which he gave a systematic, but very readable, 
account of the principles in accordance with which 
Papua was being governed. 
By this time, nearly two decades after he began 
administering the Territory in April 1907, his views on 
native policy had come full circle. No longer was he 
the leader of the whites' party. He had now become a 
universally known champion of the rights of native 
peoples. The Christian Missions expressed on every 
appropriate occasion their confidence in him. He had 
converted the Australian Commonwealth Parliament 
and Government, and, it seemed, the Australian people 
themselves, to the idea that Papua was to be held on 
trust for the benefit of its native races. This was a 
strange change in the man who in 1908 had been ap-
pointed Lieutenant-Governor for the purpose of revers-
ing Sir WiUiam Macgregor's, and the British Colonial 
Office's policy of the trusteeship of colonies for the 
benefit of their native races. 
Stranger still was the fact that the white business 
and planter classes became far less bitter towards him. 
At the end of 1931 he had his seventieth birthday, 
after twenty-five years of office. To celebrate the occa-
sion, the most vocal of his critics, the "Papuan 
Courier," wished him all the customary compliments 
and went on to say— 
"(There is a) queer antithisis of the Governor 
and the governed . . . In intellectual power, in 
mental accomplishments and in scholarship. Sir 
Hubert is a GuUiver amongst the Lilliputs; on the 
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other hand, in all matters of business, commerce 
and economics, he cheerfully admits his innocence 
and ignorance, and on this point every business man 
who has had business dealings with him will rue-
fully agree . . . The Governor and the governed 
have for a quarter of a century been thinking dif-
ferent thoughts, hardly using the same language. 
Looking backwards we can only express surprise 
that misunderstandings were not more frequent and 
more disastrous. 
"We could say that he has an uncertain temper, 
but then most of us must plead guilty to that. Un-
doubtedly he is stubborn and obstinate, sometimes 
to the despair of officials and the business com-
munity, but admittedly he is an autocrat in an auto-
cratic position. One idiosyncracy . . . is his habit 
of resenting all criticism. We all know that any 
individual who dares to speak adversely of anything 
governmental—whether it is the colour of an official 
roof or a question of high policy—is regarded as an 
enemy and is 'hostile' and in opposition. One would 
imagine that a man of his attainments would wel-
come all criticism . . . Constructive criticism is as 
much resented as the most destructive . . . 
"Sir Hubert has proved that a Governor can 
maintain his dignity without lording his person 
with gold lace and putting the features of a rooster 
in his hat. 
"We can all appreciate the strength of character 
which has left Papua to be ruled in Papua and not 
by pimply clerks in Canberra. 
"We were aU behind him in his fight to have the 
Navigation Act lifted from this Territory . . . 
"When H.E. arrives at a Govemment Station, the 
first and most important duty is the trial of native 
offenders. We know that these cases are sometimes 
long and complicated, yet they are always heard 
with infinite patience and good humour . . . Usually 
all Europeans and others likely to create any feel-
ing of reserve in the natives are excluded, and 
slowly and skillfully the most tangled web is un-
tangled. No effort is too great in this work. The 
kindness and sympathy displayed are beyond all 
praise. One peculiar fact worth noting is that on 
such occasions the habitual reserve almost amount-
ing to shyness, which characterises his relations 
with Europeans disappears entirely." 
At this period of his life, with Papua co-operative. 
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and the world at his feet, his cup of joy should have 
been full to the brim and overflowing. It is one of the 
tragedies of his life that for the last ten years of it he 
did not experience the peace of mind to which his quali-
ties and his achievements entitled him. 
The reasons for this are varied. In (or about) 1930, 
soon after the death of his first wife, he married an 
Irish lady who soon found life in Papua distasteful to 
her, and travelled in Europe instead, until the formal 
bond of matrimony was formally neutralised by a deed 
of separation. Papua had indeed been a graveyard of 
his domestic bliss. His first wife's health had rendered 
it impossible for her to live in Papua, and most of her 
life had been spent with their children on the mainland 
of Australia, in England or on the continent of Europe. 
Such was the irony of fate! He was the man who in 
the midst of the South African campaign had said that 
if and when they were re-united they must never be 
separated ever again. That was a prelude to almost 
thirty years of loneliness. In the last ten years of his 
life he turned for affection to his daughter, Mrs. Mary 
Pinney, but the link between them was for most of the 
time preserved by the exchange of letters. He took her 
to England with him in 1933, but otherwise he saw her 
only when he visited Australia on leave. In Papua he 
was cheered by the friendliness of a few of the wives 
of his officers and by Mrs. Lett, the wife of Lewis Lett, 
who has written much about Sir Hubert and about 
Papua since Sir Hubert's death, and always it has been 
in praise of Sir Hubert. 
Throughout the last decade of his life he was deeply 
apprehensive of the possibility of being removed from 
his appointment on the ground of old age or ill health. 
Every time a new Minister took over the Australian 
Commonwealth Department responsible for Papua, he 
was afflicted by the blackest forebodings. It was with 
pathetic perturbation that he awaited the arrival in 
Papua of the Governor-General and each successive 
Minister visiting the Territory. That he had nothing 
to fear from any of them, he should have realised. No 
Minister would have dared to remove him from office. 
His reputation in Australia had become fame and re-
nown. Yet he went on living in fear. 
His apprehension was increased by his desire to 
preserve his capital for the benefit of his children. 
Sir Hubert Murray, Lieutenant-Governor of Papua, 
died on February 27th, 1940, in Samarai Hospital at 
the age of seventy-eight years. 
